
For additional program details, please call Mercedes-Benz at 
1-866-628-7232 or send an email to FleetOperations@mbusa.com. 

The S-Class.
Stay cool in any weather.

The S-Class is the epitome of cutting edge. Fine particle air filtration 
purifies the air and aromatherapy turns every ride into a trip to the spa. 
You can even personalize cabin settings, in the car or from your phone, 
for up to seven different user profiles. Its state-of-the-art intelligence 
will adapt every ride to each driver’s ideal conditions. Don’t underestimate 
this beauty. It has brains too.

$10,750 Incentive1

Purchase or lease the S-Class and receive a $10,750 incentive1 toward 
your down payment or cash due at signing. 

Savings up to $10,7501

MY23 GLB SUV
From $39,8002

SAVE $1,2501

MY23 GLA SUV
From $37,5002

SAVE $1,2501

MY23 EQB SUV
From $52,7502

SAVE $1,5001

1 Fleet incentives available only for qualified customers on certain MY23 and MY24 Mercedes-Benz models. Not all engine variants are eligible for Fleet incentives. Please confirm with 
dealership if chosen vehicle is eligible for Fleet incentives at the time of purchase. Incentive must be used at time of purchase/lease. Incentives vary based on vehicle model as indicated. 
Eligible person must be the buyer/co-buyer or lessee/co-lessee. Star AccessSM incentives cannot be used in conjunction with Diplomat, European Delivery, Special Demos, Certificate 
Programs, Mercedes-Benz Incentive Bonus Cash and other Fleet programs, or non-U.S. specification vehicles. Incentive amounts are subject to change on a monthly basis and should be 
confirmed with your dealer at the time of transaction. Amount of actual savings may vary depending on model selected. Offer expires August 31, 2023.

2 MSRP based on MY23 and MY24 models. Suggested starting MSRP excludes all options, taxes, title, registration, transportation charge and dealer prep fee. Actual prices may vary by dealer.

Please note that these incentives can be combined with most, but not all, retail programs offered at the time of the transaction.
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MY23 EQB SUV

MY23 EQS SUV
From $104,4002

SAVE $4,5001

MY23 C-Class Sedan
From $44,8502 

SAVE $1,2501

MY23 CLA Coupe
From $39,3502

SAVE $1,2501

MY23 EQE Sedan
From $74,9002

SAVE $2,5001

MY24 GLE SUV
From $57,7002

SAVE $5001


